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Pop Up Peekaboo Tractor
Take your toddler on a rain forest adventure and find the adorable baby animals in this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This colorful pop-up peekaboo
book follows animal parents and their babies as they play hide-and-seek in the rain forest. Babies and toddlers can lift big flaps and see peekaboo surprises pop up from the
pages: a naughty baby monkey swinging from a tree, a lively baby tree frog leaping through the leaves, a baby elephant who loves to splish splash in the lake, and a sleepy baby
sloth hanging upside down from the branches of his tree. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning, while the surprise pop-up rain forest scenes will
delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each flap, and
then lifting the flaps to reveal the baby animal characters and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Baby Animals will appeal to both parents and
children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Go on a counting adventure with your favourite animals in this noisy board book for little ones. With six high-quality animal sounds to press and count, easy-to-grip tabbed pages,
and lots of cute animals to meet, this interactive book will appeal to young children and encourage early learning skills. Give your child a head start before they start school with
this fun and educational children's book. With this unique book children can count the animal sounds as they press each button. Learning to count abstract things such as sounds
is part of the early years curriculum and this book lets your child practise this skill, getting them ready for school. Parents will love the other ways that this noisy book supports
preschool learning; the tabs encourage little ones to turn the pages all by themselves, and joining in with the rhyme and copying the animal noises helps children get ready for
reading. Children will love meeting the playful animals, including one tooting elephant squirting water, two oinking pigs splashing in the mud, and three lions playing chase. The
lively pictures, together with the fun rhyme, ensure that children will be eager to return to this animal book again and again. Learning to count and name animals has never been
so much fun!
Find out who's sending Sheep presents in this cute baby book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This read-aloud children's book encourages first learning by introducing little
ones to colorful scenes and adorable cuddly characters. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps to play peekaboo, and
guessing who's sending the surprises. This book is the perfect gift for Valentine's day, birthdays, and other special occasions, and is certain to make toddlers smile! Ideal for
preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Who will we meet on the farm today? Have fun spotting clues to the delightful animals, then find them hiding under peek-through flaps. Toddlers will love exploring the farm
through the day and in different seasons, and learning about the adult and baby animals in this beautifully illustrated, read-aloud board book. The intriguing cover has a cutaway
sun to feel, and inside, there are adorable farm animals under large flaps with peek-through holes, plus lots more exciting things to spot around the farm, from a chicken coop and
a big-wheeled tractor to a scarecrow and cute bunny rabbits. The playful, rhyming text encourages little ones to guess who's hiding. And when they lift the big flaps, they find
cows in the milking shed, goats and kids playing in their pen, pigs and piglets ready for lunch, geese and goslings at the pond, fluffy llamas in the field, and more! Flip Flap Find!
Farm is a captivating picture book to share. A perfect gift for little animal lovers, it will spark a toddler's curiosity, stimulate their imagination, language, and literacy, and build their
knowledge of the natural world.
A fun, tractor-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and, of course, lots and lots of stickers! This colourful children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The
stickers are reusable and easy-to-peel - perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey into the world of tractors, learning about different types
of tractor, and the important jobs that they do. Fascinating facts accompany simple, fun activities such as follow-the-trail, puzzles to complete the images, and a tractors quiz.
Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill in the blanks in the images, and are encouraged to be creative and create their own scene out of stickers. Discover tons
of tractors, trucks, and trailers!
Discover the world of five adorable puppies and their friends and find out what makes each of them so special. In this charming book filled with beautiful illustrations and fun facts,
little ones meet fantastic pop-up puppies and lift flaps to discover even more playful pups that love to have fun!
A visit to a family farm with a special tractor brings back memories for a grandfather who shares them with his grandson. Grandpa Joe takes his grandson Timmy back to the site
of his family’s farm, where the old house and a ramshackle barn still stand. The visit stirs up memories for Grandpa Joe—in particular, the majesty of his own father's shiny red
tractor, now rusting in the forgotten fields. An ideal gift, this picture book evokes nostalgia while demonstrating a special bond between a grandparent and grandchild.
Lift the flaps to find hidden pop-ups illustrating things on the farm.
With touch and feel patches and sparkly areas to explore, this baby dinosaur board book encourages early learning, and is just right for sharing with your little one. Inside, on 12 sturdy pages,
you meet engaging baby dinosaurs hatching, hiding, playing, and sleeping, from long-necked Diplodocus with leathery skin, to baby T. rex with twinkly teeth, and bumpy, plated baby
Stegosaurus. The delightful baby dinosaurs are unique, full of character, entertaining, and immediately appealing, and every page of Baby Touch and Feel Baby Dinosaurhas tantalizing
texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby's senses. Easy for very young children to follow, there's one main picture per page to focus on that's clear and life-like, which help a
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young child's identification skills. The short, fun text is great for reading aloud and building language. All the dinosaurs are also labelled, with helpful pronunciation guides for their names. This
small padded book is perfect for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough board pages themselves, which develops their fine motor skills. Part of DK's popular Baby
Touch and Feelseries, this exciting preschool dinosaur book with its super sparkly jacket makes an ideal baby gift. Age Range- 0-5 years
For his latest pop-up masterpiece, best-selling author and illustrator Robert Sabuda has created both the story and the art. The story, whose teller is a mystery until the last spread, is simple
and unique. Each spread depicts a different winter scene with Sabuda's striking white pop-ups, accented with a variety of glittery, shiny foils and lots of colour. In addition to revealing the
mystery of the story's speaker, the last spread contains a special visual treat that's sure to enchant Sabuda's many admiring fans.
A pop-up surprise under every flap! Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful baby book to meet adorable dinosaurs. With the help of parents or caregivers, toddlers will have fun
turning the pages and lifting the flaps to play peekaboo. Each surprise character is certain to make toddlers smile! The text is written in simple rhymes to support children's language
development. Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children. This exciting read-aloud baby book will keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Chugger-chugger-chugger! Tractors are AMAZING! Look and feel how big the tyres are. Find out what's under the bonnet. And just listen to the noise they make! Brrrm! Brrrm! Flaps and popups, things to pull, touch, and feel, and a terrific tractor sound button. . . this book is full of surprises!
Pop-up pictures depict several trucks engaged in various activities such as pouring sand, getting stuck in traffic, and being towed.
Have fun at the farm with tractors and farm animals in this lift-the-flap and pop-up board book for babies... Both children and parents will enjoy playing hide and seek to discover cuddly and
exciting characters: Farmer Fred is looking for his big, red tractor; Scarecrow is waiting for the big combine harvester; and Jim Farm Cat is up to mischief in the yellow tractor. This early
learning lift-the-flap book is ideal for preschool and hands-on play. Rhyming text encourages early word recognition, and the colorful pop-up peekaboo surprises help develop imagination and
memory skills. This sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones entertained again and again!
In My First Tractor, kids learn about different types of their favorite tractors, their colors, and their uses. This informational book features high-quality and engaging pictures of tractors, as well
as counting and color-matching activities. Each spread has exciting facts and different labels for each part of the tractor. The images are labeled clearly and promote early learning and
language skills. These books can be read either alone or with an adult. Learn about tractors all through the year with My First Tractor! This revamp of DK's most successful board books series
includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first
learning books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My First series not only provides a collection of
educational information books that children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of independent learning.
An oversized lap edition of a colorful title shows a jet plane with people inside, a seaplane landing on water, an airplane dusting crops, an airplane writing a message, and a helicopter flying
over the city.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of such things associated with a tractor as a wheel, trailer, lights, tracks, chunky tires, and a shiny hood. On board pages.
Introduce children to LEGO® DUPLO® and farmyard animals with this charming story book. Meet the farmer, explore his farm and join the cows, pigs and sheep as they moo, oink and baa! A
perfect book for bedtime reading or storytime. ©2019 The LEGO Group.
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy machinery, including plows and front-end loaders as well as their functions.
Come and play peekaboo with Calf and his farm friends, Pig, Sheep, Horse and Cat. This interactive flap book is ideal for children to have lots of peekaboo fun!
Young dinosaur fans will love this fun and exciting dinosaur pop-up book! They'll learn what these creatures looked like, how they lived, and how to pronounce their names. This interactive
dinosaur book is an incredible learning tool for children between the ages of 3 and 5. Filled with fun and activities for pre-readers, this dino activity book will keep them engaged for hours, all
while helping to develop their language and fine motor skills. My Terrific Dinosaur Book has exciting pop-ups, surprise flaps, tabs to pull, and a revolving page. This books will bring dinosaurs
to life for preschoolers and includes: * An update of the original My Terrific Dinosaur Book (published in 2008) - note that this new edition does not include a sound button * High-quality, cased
book with tough card pages, sturdy flaps, and other novelties * Input from a leading dinosaur and natural history expert * Realistic models of 18 dinosaurs, including T. rex, Triceratops,
Stegosaurus, and Diplodocus, plus amazing pterosaurs and prehistoric water creatures * Helpful pronunciation guides enable young dinosaur lovers to say the names of their favorite
dinosaurs correctly The perfect dino-book for kids This dinosaur activity book for preschoolers is the perfect tool for fun home learning while encouraging your child through the stages of early
childhood development. Pre-readers will love flipping through this book to discover their favorite dinosaurs! They'll learn about the fascinating prehistoric world while developing their reading
skills. Delight young children with this interactive book! Lift the flaps and find out about the huge, plodding veggiesaurus or pull the tabs to see Triceratops open its mouth and flick its tail. Little
readers can also play lift-the-flap spot the dino, turn a disc to see an awesome pterosaur dive through the air, and watch out for T. rex's huge, pop-up jaws! More terrific titles The My Terrific
series is aimed at pre-readers just learning about the magic of books, reading, and learning. These books are interactive and allow children to participate in the story. Other books in this series
include My Terrific Tractor Book and My Terrific Spaceship Book.
A first introduction for toddlers who love tractors! Beep! Beep! Follow the busy tractor around the farm in this first introduction to tractors. With layered die-cuts, fun facts, and a mouse to find
on every spread!
Share a love of reading with your child with this fun-filled book about first words. This interactive book features bold pop-ups that make pictures jump from the pages when the flaps are lifted.
With fun surprises on every page, Pop-Up Peekaboo: First Words enhances the reading experience and builds an early learning foundation. As young children explore the spreads, they will
learn to recognize, name, and describe the pictures they see.
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DK's Baby Touch and Feel Beep! Beep! is a baby board book packed with a range of textured transport to entertain and educate your child. Filled with real-life photography, your toddler will
learn the names and sounds of car, trucks, planes and trains, as well as the early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns and touch as they turn each page. Perfect for encouraging
tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop, this touch and feel picture book will provide years of enjoyment and make bedtimes more entertaining for all. About the series: Baby Touch
and Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this
affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages with bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing texture to touch. These
safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early reading
skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, and opposites.

Turn the pages and lift the flaps to watch the mooing cows and their calves emerge from the barn after winter and play in the fresh grass of spring, see how the farmer collects
the hay in his big tractor, and watch the clever dog bring all the cows and sheep inside the barn, ready for winter to come again. With playful animals mooing, baaing, and
squawking, little ones will love learning about life on the farm throughout the seasons, and joining in to make the noisy animal sounds. This hard-wearing board book has large
flaps for babies and toddlers to lift, and sturdy pages for little ones who are beginning to turn the pages. They'll reveal the cute animals having fun on the farm and the busy
farmer doing different jobs with his trusty dog to keep the farm running! The short text is fun to read aloud and share with toddlers, while labels encourage interaction as little ones
join in with the animal sounds.
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the
farm, in this lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love
joining in with the story as they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under flaps will entertain children again and
again.
Welcome to the work zone! "My Best Pop-Up Construction Site Book" is a large format sturdy, noisy board book that takes young readers on a pop-up surprise journey through a
construction site filled with diggers, cranes, bulldozers, dump trucks, and more. Press the button after each page to hear a building site sound. With age-appropriate text and
clearly labeled photography, "My Best Pop-up Construction Site Book" incorporates play and fun into hands-on learning.
Packed full of impressive pop-out features, this interactive book is sure to engage and entertain curious preschoolers. Simple clues nestled within words and pictures allow
children to guess what hides behind each flap. And then. . . surprise! Giant Pop-Out Farm features farm favorites—a cow, a pig, and a barn, among others. The large pop-outs are
simple and sturdy, making them well suited for and appealing to young children.
Rhyming text gives clues to where a playful dog is hiding from his friends.
Total Tractor! is all about tractors--from exciting vintage tractors and farming machines to the latest state-of-the-art John Deere. Galleries of colorful tractors of every kind and all
their amazing attachments are interspersed with stunning images of tractors in action. There's a complete history of tractors from steam tractor to diesel, and many makes, such
as Massey Ferguson, are shown in fascinating detail. Crazy contests such as tractor pulling are also featured. Total Tractor! is the must-read book for any child who is passionate
about tractors.
Take your toddler on a frozen adventure in this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This wintry pop-up peekaboo book follows Polly and her penguin pals as
they play hide-and-seek. Babies and toddlers can lift big flaps and see peekaboo surprises pop up from the pages: a playful penguin hiding in the snow, a happy fish splishsplashing in the water, cozy penguins huddling together, a beautiful bird flapping its wings, and a funny seal hiding behind a big rock! The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage
literacy and early learning, while the surprise pop-up scenes will delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy
board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each flap, and then lifting the flaps to reveal the adorable winter animals and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play,
Pop-up Peekaboo! Penguin will appeal to both parents and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Take your preschooler on an exciting journey through space in this cute baby board book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This book introduces space, to babies, while
encouraging first learning through lively, read-aloud rhymes, as well as fun and colorful space scenes. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the
pages, guessing who's hiding under the flaps and then lifting the flaps to play peekaboo! They will learn all about space, astronauts, stars, planets, and more! Ideal for preschool
play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Long before they're able to talk, babies have a whole lot to say! Widen their world with this delightful modern classic—a must-have for growing families and a perfect baby shower or new-baby gift. With this
adorable board book of essential signs, babies and toddlers can easily learn how to communicate their needs, wants, and feelings and even make basic observations with a simple gesture. Studies show that
babies who use sign language feel less frustrated, throw fewer tantrums, and often learn to talk more easily. Just point to a sign in the book, say the word while making the sign, and the baby will soon be
signing. Communicating a wet diaper or a hungry belly, asking for help or saying "all done" becomes as easy as waving hello or good-bye. And these are just a few of the thirteen signs inside this small and
adorably illustrated board book, perfect for little hands and minds to grasp.
Invites young readers through simple rhyming text to lift the flap to reveal pop-ups of different tractors used around the farm.
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Climb behind the wheel of over 50 different types of trucks, from dump trucks and fire trucks to tanker trucks and ice cream trucks! Full of colorful and detailed illustrations and loads of interesting facts, The
Truck Book is a must-have for all vehicle fans.
Pop-Up Peekaboo TractorPop-up Peekaboo!
A pop-up surprise under every flap! Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful baby book to meet Diving Dolphin, Stripy Fish, and other exciting sea creatures waiting to pop out at you! This exciting
baby book encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colorful underwater scenes and characters. With the help of parents or caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the pages and lifting the flaps
to play peekaboo. Each surprise character is certain to make toddlers smile! The text is written in simple rhymes to support children's language development. Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will
appeal to both parents and children. This exciting read-aloud baby book will keep little ones entertained time and time again!
"Lot's of amazing trains are inside!" -- Cover.
Plowing, planting, harvesting...there's always so much to do on a farm. Thank goodness there's a big, sturdy tractor! Our Zippy Wheels series celebrates young children's fascination with all things "big rig,"
helps them learn some interesting things about their favorites, and even comes with rotating wheels. From fire trucks that help save lives, to dump trucks that drop heavy loads, to tractors that help around the
farm, and diggers that clear the ground, there's always something to learn and see here.
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